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Abstract- - In this paper we analyze an environment dependent (s, S) inventory system with re- 
newal demands and lost sales where the environment goes through available and unavailable periods 
according to a two state Markov chain. An order which is placed in an available period is replenished 
instantaneously and that placed in an unavailable period is replenished at the end of that period. The 
transform of the various operating characteristics are obtained explicitly. The problem of minimizing 
the long-run expected cost rate is discussed and an efficient algorithm to compute optimal s and S 
is developed. Numerical illustration of the results are also provided. 
Keywords--(s,  S) inventory system, P~andom environment, Supply uncertainty, Lost sales, Semi- 
regenerative processes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In most of the traditional inventory models, an order once placed is normally supplied at the end 
of a leadtime which is either fixed or is a random variable. In these models, an implicit assumption 
is the availability of the goods at the end of the leadtime. However, in many instances the product 
may not be available in certain periods and the user, in spite of having the financial resources, will 
not be able to procure the items even at exorbitantly high costs. The nonavailable period could 
be due to various factors like shortage of material or man power, strikes, machine breakdowns, 
and power failure. Further, even under conditions different from the above, many systems cannot 
be described using simple assumptions like fixed demand and supply rates, as in reality factors 
like seasonal demand and transshipment hazards have considerable effect on these rates. As such, 
an environment process which is independent of the inventory system plays a pivotal role. In 
the past, only a few articles appeared ealing with this aspect of demand/supply uncertainties 
[1-5]. More recently Bar-Lev, Parlar, and Perry [6] studied an inventory system with supplier 
uncertainty where the available and unavailable periods constitute a two state Markov chain. 
However, the inventory level process is constrained to be a Brownian motion with negative drift. 
In this article we analyze an (s, S) system with lost sales and unit renewal demands in which 
the supply is available only during certain random periods. The available and unavailable periods 
constitute an alternating renewal process with sojourn times having exponential distribution. An 
order placed in an available period is replenished instantaneously, whereas that placed during 
a nonavailable period is supplied at the end of that period. Demands during stock out periods 
are assumed to be lost. In addition to obtaining the transform solution of the various operating 
characteristics explicitly, the problem of minimizing the long-run expected cost rate is discussed 
in detail. An efficient algorithm to compute the optimal values of s and S is developed and 
numerical i lustrations of the results are also provided. 
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2. ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATION 
Environment process: The environment goes through available and unavailable periods which are 
exponentially distributed with parameters ~ and/3, respectively. 
Demand Process: Unit demands occur according to a renewal process with probability density 
function f(.). 
Ordering Policy: As and when the on-hand inventory drops to a prefixed level s(0 _< s < S - s), 
an order is placed to bring the inventory level to its maximum level S. 
Input Process: An order placed in an available period is replenished instantaneously. An order 
placed in an unavailable period materializes at the end of that period and the order size is adjusted 
so as to take the inventory level to S. 
Deman.ds occurring during stock out periods are assumed to be lost. 
A typical realization of the process is given in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. x: reorder epoch; o: replenishment epoch; A: shortage poch;--: available 
period; ---: unavailable period. 
We use the following common notation: 
N ° = {o ,1 ,2 , . . .  }, 
E = {(0,0) , (1,0) , . . . , (S ,  0 ) , ( s+ 1 ,1 ) , ( s+2,1) , . . . , (S ,  1)}, 
7(t)  = f(u) du, 
/5 m = t f ( t )  dt, 
Q=S-s .  
3. ANALYSIS  
Let 
j" 0, if t lies in an unavailable period, 
X(t) 
1, if t lies in an available period. 
Then, from our assumptions {X(t); t > 0} is a two state Markov process with transition proba- 
bility functions 
a(q, r, t) = Pr[Z(t) = r I X(0) = q], q, r = 0, 1, 
given by 
~7 + /3 e-(~+~)t, (3.1) a(0,0,t) = ~+---~ 
t3 /3 e -(~+n)t, (3.2) a(0 ,1 , t )=~+~ ~ 
~ e -(f~+n)t, (3.3) a(1,O,t)-f~+V f~+~ 
+ ^ 71 e -(/3+'7)t. (3.4) a(1, 1, t) = /3 +--~ ~ + r/ 
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Let 0 = To < T1 < T2 < .. .  denote the successive demand epochs and I(t), the on-hand 
inventory at time t. Let In = I (T  n)  and Xn = X(Tn) .  Since {X(t) ; t  > 0} is a Markov process, 
and demand epochs form a renewal process; the vector process ( I ,X ,T )  = {I~,Xn,Tn;n E N °} 
with state space E x [0, c¢) is a Markov renewal process (MRP). 
To determine the semi-Markov kernel which characterizes the MRP, we introduce the function 
Xiq(J, r, t), [(i, q), (j, r) E E], defined within a demand interval as follows 
Xiq (J, r, t) = Pr[I(t) = j, X(t)  = r I I(0) = i, x (0 )  = q], [o, t] c (Tn, 
CASE 1. S q- 1 < i < S; q = 0, 1. Since initially there is no order pending, between two demand 
epochs, the inventory level process is independent of the environment, and hence, the inventory 
level remains the same in [0, t]. As such 
a(q,r,t), i= j ;  q, r=O,1 ,  
Xiq (J, r, t) = O, otherwise. 
(3.5) 
CASE 2. 0 <: i < S; q = 0. In this case, initially there is an order pending and the inventory 
level either remains the same or goes to S depending on whether the available period continues 
up to t or ends before t. Hence, 
e at i= j ,  r=O,  
Xiq(j,r,t) = a(O,O,t) - e -at , j = S, r = O, 
a(0,1,t), j = S, r = 1, 
0, otherwise. 
(3.6) 
Let (Oiq(J, r, t)) denote the derivative of the semi-Markov kernel of the process (I, X, T) which 
is defined as 
O~q(j,r,t)= lim Pr[In+l=J'  t <Tn+i -Tn  <- t+AI In=i '  Xn=q]  (3.7) 
A---,O A 
Since the demand process is independent of the process Z = {Z(t); t _> O} = {I(t), X(t); t > 0}, 
we have 
Oiq(j, r, t) = f(t)X(i,q )(j, r, t), (3.8) 
where given (In, X~) = (i, q); (I(T+), X(T+)) = (i, q). Substituting for X(i,q)(J, r, t) from (3.5) 
and (3.6) in (3.8), we have 
a(q,r,t)f(t), 
[a(O, O, t) - e -a t ]y ( t ) ,  
a~q (j, r, t) = a(O, 1, t)f(t), 
e-a'f(t), 
O, 
j= i -1 ,  s+2<i<S;  q,r =0,1 ,  
j=S ,  i=s+l ;  q=l ,  r=0,1 ,  
j=S ,  0<i<s+l ;  q=r=O,  
j=S,  0<i<s+l ;  q=O, r= l ,  
j= i -1 ,  l< i<s+l ;  q=r=O,  
j= i=O;  q=r=O,  
otherwise. 
(3.9) 
4. INVENTORY LEVEL  D ISTR IBUT ION 
Define 
Piq(j, r, t) = Pr[(I(t), X(t)) = (j, r) I I0 = i, X0 = q]. (4.1) 
Since the available and unavailable periods are exponentially distributed, once the inventory 
level and the number of pending orders at Tn = supi{Ti < t} is known, the history prior to T~ 
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loses its predictive value. Hence, Z is a semiregenerative process with embedded MRP (I, X, T). 
As such the functions Pie(J, r,t) satisfy the following forward Markov renewal equations: 
j~0 tPiq(j,r,t) = Kiq(j,r,t) + E ¢iq(io,qo,u)Kioqo(j,r,t - u)du, 
(io,qo)EE 
(i,q),(j,r) •E ,  (4.2) 
where 
Kiq(j ,r ,t)=Pr[Z(t)=(j ,r);  T1 >t l Io=i ,  X0 =q], and 
¢~q(j,r,t)= lim Pr[Z(t)=(j,r); ademandin( t , t+A)  l Io= i  , Xo=q] (4.3) 
A--,O A 
Employing arguments similar to those employed for determining Oiq(j, r, t) we have 
Kiq(j, r, t) = .~(t)x(i,q ) (j, r, t). (4.4) 
It may be noted that (¢iq(j, r, t)) is the derivative of the Markov renewal kernel of the MRP 
(I, X, T) which in turn satisfies the following Markov renewal equations (MRE): 
~0 t¢~q(j,r,t)=Oiq(j,r,t)+ E ¢iq(i°'q°'u)Oioqo(j'r't-u) du, 
(io,qo)EE 
(i, q), (j, r) • E. (4.5) 
Taking Laplace transform on both sides of equation (4.5), we obtain 
¢,*q(j,r,a) = O,*q(j,r,a) + E ¢'*q(io'qo,a)O,*oqo(J,r,a), (i,q), (j,r) • ~.. (4.6) 
(ioqo)EE 
Then from (3.9) on taking transform we have 
I Oiq (j, r, a) = 
b(7,~,a), 
b(f~,-f~, a), 
b(7,-7,~), 
b(~,7, a), 
b(7,-7,~), 
b(~, 7, ~), 
5(7, ~, a) - f * (oL  + ~), 
b(~, -~,a), 
f*(a + Z), 
f*(~ + ~), 
O, 
3 =i -1 ,  
3=i -1 ,  
=i -1 ,  
3 
3 
3 
J 
J 
J 
j= i=0;  
otherwise, 
s+2<i<S;  q=r=O,  
s+2<i<S;  q=O, r= l ,  
s+2<i<S;  q=l ,  r=0,  
= i -1 ,  s+2<i<S;  q=l ,  r= l ,  
=S,  i=s+l ;  q=l ,  r=0,  
=S,  i=s+l ;  q=l ,  r= l ,  
=S,  0<i<s+l ;  q=r=0,  
=S, 0<i<s+l ;  q=O,r=l ,  
=i -1 ,  l< i<s+l ;  q=r=0,  
q=r=O,  
(4.7) 
where b(m, n, a) = (m/(~ + 7))f*(a) + (n/(~ + 7))f*(a +/3 + 7). The functions ¢~q(j, r, ~) are 
determined in the Appendix. Taking Laplace transform on both sides of (4.2) we have 
P~q(j,r,a)--K~q(j,r,a)+ E ¢,q(io,qo,~)K~*oqo(J,r,~), ( i ,q) , ( j , r )eE.  (4.8) 
(io,qo)EE 
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Then from (4.4) we have 
K~q(j, r, c~) = 
B(7,Z,a), 
B(Z,-Z,a), 
B(7 , -7 ,  a), 
B(~,7, c~), 
B(7, ~, c~) - .T'* (o~ +/5'), 
+ 
+ 
0, 
2=i -1 ,  s+2<i<S;  q=r=0,  
2=i -1 ,  s+2<i<S;  q=0,  r= l ,  
j= i -1 ,  s+2<i<S;  q=l ,  r=0,  
= i -1 ,  s+2<i<S;  q=l ,  r= l ,  
=S ,  i=s+l ;  q=l ,  r=0,  
=S,  i=s+l ;  q=l ,  r= l ,  
j=S ,  0<i<s+l ;  q=r=0,  
j=S ,  0<i<s+l ;  q=0,  r= l ,  
j= i -1 ,  l< i<s+l ;  q=r=O,  
j= i - -O ;  q=r=O,  
otherwise, 
(4.9) 
where B(m, n, ~) = (m/(3 + 7))5~*(a) + (n/(~ + ~?))9~*(a+~+~). Using (4.9) in (4.8) we obtain 
P~,(O, O, a) = Kiq(O, O, a) + J: (a + Z)[¢~q(0, 0, a) + ¢,q(1,0, a)], 
P~*q(j,O,a) = Ki*q(j,0, a )+ $-*(a + ~)¢i*q(j + 1,0, a), 1 _<j < s, 
P~*q(j, O, c~) = Ki*q(j, O, ~) + B(7, ~, a)¢~*q (j + 1, 0, a) 
+ B(7 , -7 ,  a)¢i*q(J + 1, 1, c~), 
P~*q(j, 1, (~ ) = K~*q(j, 1, ~ ) + B(3, -13, c~)¢,*q (j
+ B(3, 7, a)¢i*q( j + 1, 1,a), 
P~q(S, 0, o~) -- Kiq(S , 0, a)  + B(~7, -7 ,  a)¢iq(S 
s+l 
+ [B(7, ~, c~) - 9v*(a + ~)1E  ¢~*a (k' 0, c~), 
k=0 
s+l 
P~(S, 1,a) = K*q(S , l ,a )+B(3 , -~,a)ECtq(k ,O,a  ) 
k=0 
+ B(fl, 7, c~)¢~*q (s + 1, 1, a). 
s+l  <_ j<S-1 ,  
s+ l<_ j<S-1 ,  
+ 1, 1,a) (4.1o) 
5. SHORTAGES AND REPLENISHMENTS 
Shortages occur only at demand epochs, and as such the sequence of such epochs form a renewal 
process. Let h°q(t) denote the conditional renewal density associated with shortages. Then 
h°lt  ~ = lim Pr[a shortage in (t,t + A) [ Io = i, Xo = q] 
iqkJ A~o A 
= lim Pr[Z(t) = (0,0); a demand in (t,t + A) ] Io = i, Xo = q] 
A~0 A 
Hence, 
h°q(t) = ¢~q(0, 0, t). (5.1) 
Since the order size is adjusted to take the inventory level to S at the time of replenishment, 
the replenishment size varies from Q to S. As the demand process is non-Markovian, the re- 
plenishment epochs do not form a renewal process. Let hkq(t) denote the conditional first order 
product density of a replenishment of size k. Then we have [7] 
h~q(t)= lim Pr[areplenishment°fs izekin(t ' t+A) l I °= i '  X0=q]  Q<k<S.  
A--.+0 A ' 
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CASE 1. k ---- Q, 
h (t) 
Hence, 
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= lim Pr[Z(t) = (s, 0), X(t.+ A) = 1 I Io = i, Xo -- q] 
A~0 A 
+ lim Pr [Z(t) = (s + 1,1), a demand in (t,t + A) I Io = i, Xo = q] 
A--,0 A 
CASE 2. Q+I<k<S,  
Hence, 
hQ (t) = ¢iq(S + 1, 1, t) +/3Piq(s, 0, t). 
hikq(t) = lim Pr [Z( t )= (S -  k, 0), X(t  + A)= 11 Io = i, Xo --q] 
A--*0 A 
= lim 1 Pr [X( t+A)=l IX ( t )=0]Pr [Z( t )=(S-k ,0 ) l I0=i ,  Xo=q] .  
A-.0 
h~q(t) =/3Piq(S - k, O, t). 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
6.  STEADY STATE ANALYS IS  
To determine the steady state values of the various operating characteristics, we prove the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The limiting value ¢(j, r) of ¢iq(j, r, t) as t --* oo exists and is independent of the 
initial conditions. 
PROOF. Let a cycle begin whenever the process enters state (j,r). Since the Markov chain 
{In,Xn; n E N °} is irreducible, the MRP ( I ,T) is irreducible. It is also aperiodic since the 
derivative of the semi-Markov kernel exists. Hence, we have a renewal process, [modified if 
(I0, Xo) ~ (j, r}] whose renewal density is given by ¢iq(j, r, t). Since the MRP is finite, irreducible 
and aperiodic, limt--,~ ¢iq(j, r, t) exists and is independent of the initial state [8]. 
Further ¢(j, r) can be obtained from equations (A.7) through (A.14) (given in the Appendix) 
using the relation ¢(j, r) = lima--.0 a¢i*q(j, r, a). As such 
¢(j,0) = A(0,/3, 1)[A(0,/3,j - 1) + 1]¢(0,0), 
¢(j,0) = A(0,/3, 1)[A(0,/3, s) + 1]¢(0,0) 
/3 A(O, t3+~,l)  A (O, /3+Th j_s_ l )  
13 + 71 A ( O, /3 + Th Q ) 
x [A(0,/3, s) + 1]¢(0, 0), 
¢(j, 1) = ~A(0,/3, 1)[A(0,/3, s) + 1]¢(0,0) 
/3 A(O,/3+~,l) A(O, 13+rh j_s_ l )  
+/3+-----~ A(O,/3 + ~,Q) 
× [A(0,/3, s) + 1]¢(0, 0) 
+ _~ A(0,/3 + 77, 1) [A(0,/3, s) + 1]¢(0, 0), 
V A(O,/3+~hQ) 
1 _< j _< s, (6.1) 
s + 1 _ j < S, (6.2) 
s+l  < j  < S, (6.3) 
¢(0, 0) = re[f* (/3)]" (6.4) 
] I+Q A(O, /3,1) + ~ n A(O,~+mQ ) 
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where 
A(~,x,n) = f*(a-+ x) -1.  
Let P(j) = limt--,~ P[I(t) = j I I0 = i]. Then from the set of equations (4.10), we have 
P(0) = A(0, f~, 1)¢(0, 0) 
P(j) = [A(0, ~, 1)] 2 [A(0,fl, j - 1) + 1]¢(0,0) 
5 
P(j) = m~ A(O, 13 + ~?, 1) [A(0,/3, s) + 1]¢(0, 0) 
A(0, f~ + ~, Q) 
+ m f~ + ~A(0, f~, 1)[A(0, f~, s) + 1]¢(0, 0), 
P(S) /3 A(0, f~ + 77, l) = m-  [A(0, f~, s) + 1]¢(0, 0) 
A(O, fl + ~,Q) 
+ m/3 + ~/A(0, f~, 1)[A(0, fl, s) + 1]¢(0, O) 
rl 
+ [m - ~*(/3)][A(0, ~, s + I) + 1]¢(0,0). 
(6.5) 
1 < j < s, (6.6) 
s+l<_ j<S-1 ,  (6.7) 
(6.8) 
As P(j) also denotes the long run fraction of time in state j, the average inventory level _7 in 
the steady state can be obtained from 
S 
I=  ~-~jP(j). 
j= l  
(6.9) 
Let Fk denote the mean replenishment rate of an order of size k (Q < k < S) and Fo the mean 
shortage rate. Then from equations (5.1) to (5.3) we obtain on taking the limit as t --* oo 
rq = ¢(s + 1,0) + 
rk = ~P(S -  k), Q + 1 < k < S, 
ro = ¢(0, 0). 
(6.1o) 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
7. COST ANALYS IS  
In this section, we discuss the problem of minimizing the steady state expected cost rate under 
the following cost structure. K is the set up cost per order, c is the purchase price per item, h is 
the inventory carrying cost per unit per unit time, g is the cost per unit shortage. Then the long 
run expected cost rate is given by 
Q+s 
C(s, Q) = ~-~(g + cj)F~ + h i  + gF0. (7.1) 
j=Q 
Substituting for i, Fj (Q _< j _< S), Fo from (6.9) to (6.12) in (7.1) we obtain 
Q+s Q+s 
C(s,Q) = E(g+cj )13P(Q+s- j )+(g+cQ)¢(s+l ,1)+h~- '~. jP ( j )+g¢(O,O) .  (7.2)
j--Q j--1 
It would have been a difficult task to determine the optimum values s* and Q* of s and Q that 
minimize C(s, Q), as the cost function is highly nonlinear and complex. The following theorems 
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enable us to develop an efficient algorithm to determine s* and Q* that reduces the size of the 
state space, for the search procedure, to a large extent. 
THEOREM 2. If Q ~_ g/mh, C(s, Q) is an increasing function of s, and hence, s* = 0. 
PROOF. Let AC(s) be the numerator of C(s + 1, Q) - C(s, Q). Then we have 
AC(s) = g[f*(~)]s[1 - f*(~)] + c[f*(f~)]s[1 - f.(~)]2 
m m 
~A(0 ,  j3 + 7, 1) cs[f*(~)]s[1 - f*(]~)] 
+hQ A(O,~+~,Q) + m 
- h[f*03)]s[1 - f*(fl)] + hQ 13 + 77A(O,~, 1) + h 
rn/3 
> hQA(O, fl, 1) - g[f*(f~)]s[1 - f*(/3)] 
m 
h [1 - [1 - f*(/3)][f*(~)] s] + 
[ j. 
Since f*(~) > fo (1  -~t ) f ( t )d t  = (1 -mf~); 1 > [1 - f * (~) ] /m~,  
AC(s) _> hQA(O,~,I)- g[f*(f/)]8[1 - f * ( f l ) ]  
m 
But A(0,~, 1) = [1 - f*O3)/ f*(~).  Therefore, 
(mhQ - g)[1 aC(s) > - f * (Z) ] .  
m 
The denominator f C(s + 1, Q) - C(s, Q) is always positive. Hence, C(s + 1, Q) - C(s, Q) >_ 0 
if AC(s) >_ O. Therefore, if Q >_ g/mh, C(s, Q) is an increasing function of s and s* = 0. 
THEOREM 3. C(O, Q) is either an increasing function of Q or possesses a unique local minima. 
PROOF. When s ---- 0, we have 
C(O,Q) = c + YQ 
where 
= 
rn~? m~ 
h(Q + 1)f~A(0, f~ + ,7, 1) (c - g) 
+ [2A(0,~+7,Q)m~] m ' 
Q(f~ + ~?)A(0, ~, 1) Q~A(O, ~ + r h 1) 
zQ=I+ + 
r/A(0, ~ + 7/, Q) " 
K(~ + ~)A(0, f~, 1) KflA(O, ~ + ~, 1) + 
m~ [A(0, fl + ~, Q)m~] 
hQ(Q + 1)(~ + ~?)A(O, ~, 1) hQA(O, ~, 1) 
+hQ+ 
Let (Q = C(0, Q + 1) - C(O, Q) = N(Q)/D(Q). 
After lengthy and routine intermediate calculations, it can be shown that N(Q) -  N(Q-1)  > 0. 
Hence, N(Q) is an increasing function of Q. Further the denominator D(Q) = ZQ+IZQ > 0 
which implies that (Q changes ign at most once. It can be shown that limQ_.~ N(Q) > 0, hence 
C(0, Q) is either an increasing function or has a unique local minima Q1 satisfying 
C(0, QI+I)-C(0,QI)_>0 and C(0, QI-I)-C(0,QI)>_0. 
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Algorithm 
Step 1. Find Qmin ---- minQ{Q J Q > g/mh}. 
Step 2. Find so and Q0 such that 
c(s0, @o) < C(s, Q), o < s < Q; 1 < Q < Qmi,. 
Step 3. Find Q1 such that 
c(0 ,Q1 + 1) - c (0 ,  Q1) > 0, 
c (0 ,  Q, - 1) - c (0 ,Q1)  > 0, Q1 ~ Qmin" 
Step 4. If C(O, Q1) < C(so,Qo) then s* = 0, Q* -- Q1; stop. 
Step 5. If C(O, Q1) >__ C(so, Qo) then s* = so, Q* = Qo. 
Step 6. Stop. 
Using the above algorithm, sensitivity analysis of the optimal values perturbing different pa- 
rameters was carried out and most of the results agree with what is normally expected. A few 
illustrative cases are presented in Table 1. 
In Tables 1 and 2 the upper entry in each cell denotes the optimal cost rate and the lower 
entries s* and Q*, respectively. 
Table 1 deals with the case where f(t)  is uniformly distributed in (0,0.5) and shows the effect of 
variation in the parameters ofthe environment process j3 and ~? on the optimal values. The optimal 
cost rate decreases with increase in 8, which is to be expected as the supply is instantaneous. In
all the examples including the one presented, in addition to s* being zero as ~ ~ co, s* decreases 
with increase in 8. Neither of them exhibit any definite pattern with increase (decrease) in 7/. 
Table 2 presents a numerical study to exhibit the sensitivity of the optimal values to variation 
in g and h when inter-demand times are uniformly distributed in (0,10). This table also illustrates 
the results of Theorem 2 that s* = 0 whenever Q > g/mh. But as the condition is only sufficient, 
it may be noted that in certain cases s* = 0 even when Q < g/mh. 
Tab le l .  K - -25 ,  c----1, g=3,  h - -0 .01 .  
\ 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7 
5.8879 5.7261 5.8089 5.5715 5.5550 5.5249 
0.1 
43 92 20 92 13 76 6 102 4 102 1 102 
6.0589 5,7104 5.6305 5.5984 5.5720 5.5512 
0,2 
59 60 25 92 14 98 9 100 7 100 4 100 
5.8993 5.6961 5.8031 5.5926 5.5774 5.5573 
0.3 
60 68 27 92 18 75 11 100 8 100 5 100 
5.8600 5.7140 5.6310 5.6031 5.6014 5.5503 
0.4 
61 70 29 86 17 96 12 98 9 94 6 100 
5.9389 5.9130 5.8239 5.5927 5.5795 5.5517 
0,5 
57 58 33 62 21 70 13 98 10 98 6 100 
5.8238 5.7324 5.6272 5.6019 5.5795 5.5525 
0.6 
62 72 31 80 19 94 14 96 10 98 7 100 
5.8193 5.6815 5.6255 5.6008 5.5791 5.5527 
0.7 
62 72 30 88 19 94 14 96 11 98 7 100 
5.8870 5.9324 5.6241 5.5999 5.5785 5.5529 
0.8 
59 60 35 58 20 94 14 96 11 98 7 100 
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Table 2. K -- 400, c--- 5, m = 5, ~ = 0.1, ~/---- 0.3. 
h 
\ 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 1.0 
g 
1.2550 1.3703 1.6234 1.7310 1.8924 1.9462 
10 
14  04  02  02  02  02  
20 
1.5068 1.8138 1.9047 2.0761 2.7626 2.9240 
24  34  14  04  02  02  
30 
1.6449 1.9818 2.3006 2.5544 2.7468 2.8480 
36  24  34  14  04  02  
40 
1.7418 2.2218 2.4568 3.1222 3.2042 3.4525 
46  24  24  34  14  04  
50 
1.7934 2.2957 2.6969 3.2740 3.5839 3.9889 
46  36  24  34  14  14  
60 
1.8645 2.4576 2.9369 3.4258 4.0957 4.3686 
46  46  24  34  34  14  
70 
1.9355 2.5025 2.9464 3.6469 4.2475 4.7484 
46  56  36  24  34  14  
100 
2.0376 2.6746 3.2632 4.1355 4.8371 5.7076 
78  46  56  36  24  34  
Table 3. K= 10, c= 1, g=3,  h=0.1,  n=5,  rn=0.25 ,~=l ,~=5,  
C* = 7.14869, s* = 4, Q* = 18. 
Q 
\ 15 16 17 18 19 20 
8 
2 1.0721 1.0511 1.0461 1.0289 1.0273 1.0131 
3 1.0569 1.0233 1.0337 1.0038 1.0174 1.0042 
4 1.0361 1.0176 1.0150 1.0000 1.0143 1.0098 
5 1.0354 1.0177 1.0158 1.0014 1.0023 1.0048 
6 1.0392 1.0221 1.0206 1.0067 1.0079 1.0093 
7 1.0462 1.0294 1.0283 1.0147 1.0163 1.0049 
The effect of deviat ing from Q* and s* on the cost rate is given in Table 3. Let C* denote 
the opt imal  cost rate. The various values of C(s, Q)/C* are tabu lated when f(t.) is Er langian of 
order 5 with mean 0.25. The opt imal  cost rate appears to be more sensitive to Q than to s. 
APPENDIX  
* " r DETERMINAT ION OF THE FUNCTIONS ¢iq(a, ,~) 
Subst i tut ing for Oi*q(j,r, ~) from (4.7) in (4.6) we obtain 
¢~q (0, 0, a)  = 0iq(0, 0, a )  + [¢i*q (0, 0, a)  + ¢iq(1,0, c~)]f*(a 4- ~), 
¢iq (J, 0, a )  = 0i* q (j, 0, a)  + ¢i*q (J 4- 1, 0, ~) f*  (a  4- ~), 1 _< j _< s, 
¢i*q(j,0, c~) = 0i*q(j,0,cx)4- [~--~--~+ r/f*(c~) 4- ~f* (cx  4- ~ 4- r])] ¢,q( j  4- 1 ,0 ,~)  
4- [~-~f* (cx) -  ~- -~f* (c~ 4- ~ 4- r])] ¢~q(j 4- 1,1,c~), 
s+l  <j<<_S-1, 
(A.1) 
(A.2) 
(A.3) 
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¢i*q (J, 1, a) = 0,*q (j, 1, a) + :* (c~) - /~ +-----~ 
s+l  <_ j<_S-1 ,  (A.4) 
¢iq(S,O,o~)=Oiq(S,O,c~)÷ f*(c~) ~+ +~+~)  ¢ iq (S÷l , l ,a )  
?7 , . + f (a)+ /*(a+Z+r~)-/*(a+~) }--~¢~q(k,0,a), 
k=0 (A.5) 
From (A.9) 
¢i0(3, 1,o~)  = ~(a,j - s - 1)¢iq(S + 1,a) - iq(J,0, a) - 
Solving (A.2) recursively and using (A.1), on simplification we obtain 
¢~q(j,O,a) = [((a +/~, 1) - l][((a + 8, j  - 1)l¢~*q(0, a ) 
j--1 
-- E O~q(k,O,o~)~(O~ ÷ ]~,j -- k), 
k=O 
where ((m, n) = [1/f*(m)] n. 
On adding (A.3) and (A.4) we obtain 
+ * * = f ( )¢iq(3 ÷ 1,a), 
where 
¢~*q (j, a) = ¢,*q (j, 0, a) + ¢~q (j, 1, a), and 
Oi*q(j, a) = Oi*q(j, O, a) ÷ Oi*q( j + 1, 1, c~). 
Solving (A.8) recursively, on simplification, we have 
j--1 
¢~q(j, a) = ~(a,j  - s - 1)¢,*q(s -t- 1,a) - E O~*q(k,a)~(a,j - k), 
k=s+l 
j -1  
k=s+l 
s+2<_j<_s. (A.10) 
Substituting for ¢,*q(j, 1, ~) from (A.10) in (A.4), solving recursively we obtain 
¢i*q(j,O,a)= [~+ ~((a + j3 + r / , j - s -1 )+ ~-~(a , j - s -1 )1  ¢~q(S + 1,0, c~) 
- [~- -~+ ~,(a  + ~ +, , j - s - I ) -~-~(a , j - s -1 ) ]  ¢¢*q(s + 1,1,a) 
- E ~(a+/3+rh j -k )+ ~(a , j -k )  Oi*q(k,O,c~ ) (A.11) 
k=s-I-1 
+ ~ ~(~+~+~?,j-k)- ((a,j-k) O~*q(k,l,~), 
k=s+l 
s+2<j<S,  
s+ 1 < j  <_ S -  1, (A.8) 
l< j<s+l ,  (A.7) 
s+2<_ j<S.  (A.9) 
+ f*(a) - f*(a + ~ + r/) E ¢~*q(k, 0, c~). (A.6) 
k=0 
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j--1 
+ 
k=s+l 
j-1 
k=s+l 
s+2<j<S.  
Equating expressions for ¢iq (S, 1, a) from (A.6) in (A.12), ¢~*~ (s + 1, 1, ~) is determined completely 
in terms of ¢*q(0,0, a) and is given by 
+------~ If* (c~) - f* (c~ + ~ + T/)]~(c~ + ~, 8)¢iq (0, 0, c~) 
+/3+Ut3 f*(c~ +j3+T/ ) [~(c~W~' l ) - l ]~(~+~'s ) [~(c~W~T77 'S -s ) - l ]¢ iq (0  ,0,~) 
13~ '7 f*(a)[~(a +/3, 1) - 1]~(~ +/3, s)[~(~, S - s) - 1]¢~q (0, O, a) 
+ f*(a+~+rl)[((c~+~+~,S-s)-l]~_O~*q(k,O,c~)~(c~+~,s-k+l) 
k=O 
S 
- ~ I * (~) [~(~,  s - ~) - 1] ~ o~*~(k, o, ~)~(~ + ~, ~ - k + 1) 
+ k=o 
1 
- [1 - f * (~ +/3)1 k~o [~(~= + ~' s - k) - 1]0i*~(k , 0, ~) 
s 
k=s+l 
S 
k=s+l 
= ~ t +~+~)[~(o~+~+r~,s -s ) - l ]+  f* (~)[~(o~,S-s) - l ]  
x ¢iq(S + 1, 1, c~). 
(A.13) 
Since 
* - / * (~)  (A .14)  ¢ iq (3 , r ,~)  
[1 - y* (~)]"  (j,r)eE 
Substituting for ¢i*q(J, r, a) V(j, r) • E, from (A.7), (A.10)-(A.13) in (A.14), ¢*q(0, 0, c~) is deter- 
mined uniquely. 
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